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"Medicine is the science
of uncertainty and art of

probability. "



 

5 FACTS ABOUT
ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE

~ SATISH DIXIT 

VIDEO
GALLERY

https://youtu.be/O
LVLmhYvHK0

https://youtu.be/OLVLmhYvHK0


Manya SS1A



The Fascinating Numbers
- Suhani Rathi, M1E

Mathematics is a type of science in which we
study measurement, quantity and numbers.

Mathematics is everywhere and in every
thing we do. The Pythagoreans in Greece

invented mathematics and considered it as a
compulsory subject. The first number of our
counting is zero, without zero mathematics is
incomplete. The great Indian mathematician
Aryabhata invented number zero in the fifth

century. He was not just a mathematician but
also an astronomer. Another great Indian

mathematician was Brahmagupta. He wrote
on topics such as geometry, algebra and

astronomy. He also gave solutions to general
linear equation and to a general quadratic
situation. Now I would like to express my

feelings towards  mathematics when I used to
hate it. Here it is –



   Work hard, work hard and work hard,
and the more I work hard 

the more I cry.
I practice mathematics everyday with my

heart and soul,
yet I am not able to achieve my goal.

I never get scoring marks in mathematics,
inspite of my great struggle,

Destiny is never in my favour.
I really want to rewamp my mathematics,
Because I love this subject and for this I

am trying my level best.
I am candid so I confess,

In mathematics examination I always
create a mess,

All the answers I guess and eventually the
marks I got were quite less.

I accept that I do enough practice,
I will one day most likely achieve my goal,
And I seriously have to improve because

in our lives mathematics play a very
significant role!



VIDEO
GALLERY

https://youtu.be/YO
jUlOlOqfY

Artificial Intelligence
- Tushar Negi, S1D

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HNJBB8ip
woGB8nOJ6gYiLXziPuqWTT3X/view?

usp=drivesdk

Home-made Sanitizer
Machine

- Manav Guta M2A

https://youtu.be/YOjUlOlOqfY
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HNJBB8ipwoGB8nOJ6gYiLXziPuqWTT3X/view?usp=drivesdk








DRUG AWARENESS MONTH

“If we use antibiotics when not
needed, we may not have them
when they are most needed.”  -
Dr. Tom Frieden, Director U.S.
CDC


